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Abstract
In this paper, we propose a method of detecting task-
incompleted users for a spoken dialog system using an N-gram-
based dialog history model. We collected a large amount of
spoken dialog data accompanied by usability evaluation scores
by users in real environments. The database was made by a
field test in which naive users used a client-server music re-
trieval system with a spoken dialog interface on their own PCs.
An N-gram model was trained from sequences that consist of
user dialog acts and/or system dialog acts for two dialog classes,
that is, the dialog completed the music retrieval task or the di-
alog incompleted the task. Then the system detects unknown
dialogs that is not completed the task based on the N-gram like-
lihood. Experiments were conducted on large real data, and the
results show that our proposed method achieved good classifi-
cation performance. When the classifier correctly detected all
of the task-incompleted dialogs, our proposed method achieved
a false detection rate of 6%.
Index Terms: spoken dialog system, dialog act, dialog history,
n-gram

1. Introduction
With the spread of such IP phone systems as Skype, the number
of users who possess microphones has increased, and oppor-
tunities will continue to increase for PC users to exploit voice
interactive systems with their own PCs and microphones. Such
situations may have various environments, human errors, and so
on, resulting in unexpected decreases not only of speech recog-
nition accuracy but also task completion rate. To improve Spo-
ken Dialog System (SDS) performance, speech data must be
collected in the environment in which the system is used [1].
A number of studies have collected speech data in real envi-
ronments, e.g., bus schedules and routing information by phone
lines in Pittsburgh by Raux et al. [2] and Kyoto by Komatani et
al. [3]. However, few studies [4] have addressed speech collec-
tion in real PC-based speech applications. Since our data were
collected in such real PC environments, they have more various
acoustic characteristics than data collected through phone lines.

The topic of the evaluation of system performance is as
interesting as data collection. Speech recognition accuracy is
the most important and commonly used measure of the perfor-
mance of speech recognition systems [5]. On the other hand,
user satisfaction and task completion rate are also crucial met-
rics for measuring the performance of such integrated systems
as SDSs [6]. An important previous study on building such a
performance measure was reported and related to the DARPA
Communicator project [7, 8] to comparatively evaluate the dif-
ferent travel planning systems that participated. Walker et al.
[9] proposed PARADISE as a general framework for character-

izing user satisfaction with SDSs and used it for evaluations.
In general, the task completion rate is calculated based on

manually labeled transcriptions of dialog data. Thus, it is diffi-
cult to detect users whose task completion rate is extremely low,
e.g., those who could not use the SDS. And it is also difficult to
compare with a current system and a functionally improved one
if the current system is actually running. If a spoken dialog
system can estimate its performance without manually labeled
transcription, it can modify its dialog strategies and reduce the
risk of problematic dialogs. A number of studies have focused
on detecting problematic dialogs in Interactive Voice Responses
(IVRs) installed in call centers. Walker et al. [10] proposed
a problematic dialog predictor based on the SLU-success fea-
ture that encodes whether the spoken language understanding
(SLU) component correctly captured the meaning of each ex-
change. They reported binary classification accuracy of 93%
using the whole dialog and 86% accuracy even if only using the
first two exchanges. Kim [11] focused on on-line prediction and
proposed an N-gram-based call quality monitoring system and
achieved problematic call detection accuracy of 83% after five
turns. However, he only used user utterances in the modeling.
Herm et al. [12] proposed a combined model of a system log
with an emotion recognition result and reported 79% classifi-
cation accuracy of problematic/non-problematic calls after only
the first four turns 1.

The aim of this study is to construct a model to detect task-
incompleted dialogs for spoken dialog systems based on real-
world data. A task-incompleted dialog is defined as a dialog that
failed to find five songs using our music retrieval system with
the spoken dialog interface. Based on this definition, the system
can easily determine when the dialog has completed its task; but
our true aim is to identify dialogs whose users become so frus-
trated that they begin to hate the system. From user perspec-
tives, they can only observe the system output (speech prompts
or responses), not its internal states. Therefore, it is reasonable
that the system outputs are heavily related to user impressions
that directly affect task completion or incompletion. In this pa-
per, we propose a method to detect task-incompleted dialogs for
a spoken dialog system using an N-gram-based dialog history
model. To consider the domain knowledge, a detection model
is effective that consists of domain-specific concepts. To gen-
eralize and accurately make the model, utterances are encoded
to the level of dialog acts. That is, the N-gram model is trained
from user and/or system dialog act sequences for each dialog’s
class to determine whether they are task-completed.

The rest of this paper consists of four sections. In Section 2,
we outline the field test and the data collection of the spoken di-

1Note that they also reported that the recognized emotional states
have limited effectiveness for predicting problematic calls with their
corpus. Kim also reported a similar result in [13].



System’s prompt / response and user’s utterance Act symbols
USR: Hello. USR CMD HELLO
SYS: Hello. SYS INFO GREETING
USR: “SIMON AND GARFUNKEL”. USR REQUEST BYARTIST
SYS: Do you want to retrieve songs by “Simon and Garfunkel”? SYS CONFIRM KEYWORD
USR: Yes. USR CMD YES
SYS: Now retrieving songs by “SIMON AND GARFUNKEL”. SYS INFO SEARCHBYARTIST
SYS: 60 songs were found. SYS INFO SEARCHSUCCESS
SYS: “I AM A ROCK”. SYS INFO SONGTITLE
SYS: “BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER”. SYS INFO SONGTITLE
USR: That one, please. USR CMD THATSONG
SYS: Now playing “BRIDGE OVER TROUBLED WATER”

by “SIMON AND GARFUNKEL.” (The system plays the song.) SYS PLAY SONG
USR: Stop. USR CMD STOP
SYS: OK, the song is finished. SYS INFO STOPPED

: : :

Figure 1: Example of dialog and its corresponding encoded symbols

alog corpus. In Section 3, we present formulations of the dialog
data and their N-gram modeling. In Section 4, we build N-gram
models for detecting task-incompleted dialogs from dialog act
sequences and evaluate them. In Section 5, we summarize the
paper.

2. Spoken dialog corpus collected in real
user environments

Data collection was performed through field trials with the Mu-
sicnavi2 music retrieval system [14, 15], with which users can
look for and play music files on PCs through spoken dialogs.
The client system can be downloaded and installed on PCs and
works with a server program connected through the Internet.
Musicnavi2 uploads the input speech and the system behavior
log so that the server can automatically collect a huge amount of
speech data to make the database. The client’s speech interface
was implemented using a grammar-driven speech recognition
interface with limited vocabulary and consists of player control
words, song titles, artist names, and the album names of the mu-
sic files stored on the user’s PC. Julius 3.5.3 [16] was used as
the speech recognition engine. An example of a dialog with the
system is shown in Fig. 1.

Our system was used to collect speech data in a field test.
Naive subjects were instructed to use the system until they had
listened to at least five songs by performing at least twenty Q&A
dialogs, or until they had listened to at least five songs using
the system for over forty minutes. To avoid the result of ran-
domly “playing a song”, we defined one dialog as all utterances
to complete “the task”. Therefore, the number of users equals
the number of dialogs.

These experimental data were maintained as a Musicnavi2
database consisting of large-scale spoken dialogs with subjec-
tive usability evaluation results in real user environments [15].
1,359 users participated in this experiment, and the sum of their
usage time was about 488 hours. While raw recorded data con-
tained a lot of unnecessary data, the data was automatically seg-
mented by Musicnavi2 using speech power level and zero-cross
count, and we obtained about 29 hours of speech segments, cor-
responding to about sixty thousand utterances.

In this paper, we used 515 subjects from the database and
classified their dialogs into two classes: completing the mu-
sic retrieval task or failure to complete it, COMPLETE and

INCOMPLETE, respectively. Class COMPLETE was composed
of 449 subjects (dialogs), and class INCOMPLETE was com-
posed of 66 subjects (dialogs).

Due to the nature of the task and the system architecture,
most of the utterances were isolated-word utterances of an artist
name, an album name, a song title, a short sentence including
such proper names, or a short command sentence. On the other
hand, the task vocabulary of Musicnavi2 often contains uncom-
mon phonetic contexts rarely seen in such general Japanese
texts as newspaper articles because foreign words or even ne-
ologisms are used in music/song contexts.

3. N-gram model of dialog act sequence
During a dialog, the spoken dialog system sometimes makes
bad or no responses to user utterances because of voice activity
detection error, speech recognition error, dialog management
error, or misunderstanding of the system by users. These un-
expected responses create strange dialog contexts and decrease
the dialog naturalness. Such unnaturalness, i.e., negative expe-
riences, is accumulated during conversations with the system
and thus users become frustrated and quit.

In this study, we used the N-gram model to model this ar-
chitecture. Although word-level information is informative, a
more generalized form such as a dialog act is better for accu-
rate N-gram estimation. In this section, we define the dialog act
sequences and model them by N-gram.

3.1. Encoding utterances to dialog acts

We encoded system utterances and their actions to 19 system act
symbols and encoded user utterances and their actions to 19 user
act symbols. In this study, we automatically used the collected
features to define the users and the system dialog acts. There-
fore, we used automatic speech recognition results instead of
manual transcriptions, and thus user utterances were automati-
cally encoded to user act symbols. Since the user act symbols
were implemented in Musicnavi2’s recognition word vocabu-
lary as non-terminal symbols in the grammar, they were easily
mapped to dialog acts by combining user acts obtained from the
speech recognition results. Also, the system act symbols were
implemented as words in the system prompts or responses, and
a dialog act consisted of a sequence of system acts.



Fig. 1 shows an example of a dialog and its corresponding
encoded symbols.

3.2. Training the N-gram model

A dialog act sequence is created for every user by sequentially
arranging both the system and user action symbols. Dialog act
sequence x is denoted as follows:

x = {x1, . . . , xt, . . . , xT } , (1)

where t is the dialog turn number.
Then we modeled dialog act sequence x using N-gram

model M:
M = {Mc; c = 0, 1} , (2)

where models M0 and M1 are trained using the dialogs of
COMPLETE and INCOMPLETE users, respectively. The prob-
ability of dialog act sequence x when given dialog class c ( 0:
COMPLETE or 1: INCOMPLETE ), which is a likelihood, is ap-
proximated by N-gram probability as follows:

P (x|Mc) =

T∏
t=1

P (xt|xt−1, . . . , xt−N−1,Mc) . (3)

The N-gram models were trained with the Witten-Bell dis-
counting method using SRILM toolkit [17].

4. Detection of task-incomplete users
We use our proposed model to detect task-incomplete dialogs
and evaluated its detection performance. A leave-one-out cross
validation was performed using the data from 515 dialogs. The
dialog act sequence of one dialog was used for testing, and the
remaining dialog act sequences of 514 dialogs were used for
training the model for each test.

We compared N-grams with N = 1, 2, . . . , 6. Moreover,
we compared the models trained by the dialog sequences in
three conditions: using only the system dialog acts (SYS), using
only the user dialog acts (USR), and using both the system and
user dialog acts (SYS+USR).

To construct the classifier of the INCOMPLETE dialog, we
introduced an a posteriori odds [18] classifier:

M̂ =

{
Mj if

P (Mj |x)

P (Mi|x)
> 1,

Mi otherwise .
(4)

Applying Bayes’ rule to Equation (4), we get:

P (Mj |x)

P (Mi|x)
=

P (Mj)

P (Mi)

P (x|Mj)

P (x|Mi)
=

1

eα

P (x|Mj)

P (x|Mi)
, (5)

where eα is an inverse of the a priori odds. Finally, we applied
the logarithm to Equation (5) and defined the classifier as fol-
lows:

M̂ =

{
Mj if ln P (x|Mj) − ln P (x|Mi) > α,

Mi otherwise .
(6)

We changed parameter α and evaluated the system perfor-
mance by the maximum value of the classification accuracy and
depicted a Receiver Operating Characteristic (ROC) curve.

The maximum value of classification accuracy, whether
COMPLETE or INCOMPLETE, is shown in Table 1. The result
indicated the highest accuracy of 98.8% by the 3-gram model in
the SYS+USR condition. Fig. 2 shows the classification result

Table 1: Maximum value of classification accuracy
USR SYS SYS+USR

1-gram 90.3% 86.7% 89.8%
2-gram 94.2% 92.9% 96.5%
3-gram 96.9% 96.5% 98.8%
4-gram 96.3% 97.5% 98.7%
5-gram 95.6% 98.7% 98.5%
6-gram 95.6% 98.1% 98.1%

of COMPLETE or INCOMPLETE. We obtained very good per-
formance of the classification of task completion. In the USR
condition, the performances by 1-, 2-, and 3-grams were drawn
slightly lower than in the SYS condition. This suggests that
user acts and their short contexts have more information than
the system’s context. On the other hand, the SYS performance
by more than 4-grams outperformed USR. The longer the con-
text become, the more information the system obtained. This
limitation in the USR condition was caused by the inaccuracy
of speech recognition. To exploit these models, the SYS+USR
model shows promise. Actually, it achieved the highest perfor-
mance. When the classifier correctly detected all of the task-
incomplete dialogs, in other words, when the true detection rate
was 100%, our proposed method achieved a false detection rate
of only 6%. This confirms the effectiveness of using the context
of both user and system acts.

5. Conclusion
An N-gram model for detecting task-incomplete dialogs, which
are defined as situations when users quit using a spoken dialog
system, was studied based on the field trials of a voice-navigated
music retrieval system. We proposed a detection method based
on N-gram models of user and system dialog act sequences. Ex-
perimental results showed that the false detection rate achieved
a good detection performance of 6%.

The proposed model’s effectiveness was experimentally
confirmed, but several future works remain. First, N-gram
model-based prediction of dialog failure must be tested to clar-
ify the dialog act contexts that affect user satisfaction through
N-gram analysis and to research the relationships between word
error rate and estimation performance. Some keywords are
probably more crucial to estimate satisfaction; thus we will in-
vestigate a word-dialog act hybrid estimation method. Trou-
ble with spoken dialog systems is not only caused by the users
and the system but their usage acoustic environments; therefore,
acoustic features will be helpful for detecting task-incomplete
users at an early stage. An expected reduction of system oper-
ation cost is also an interesting standpoint to consider commer-
cial usage, such as [19].
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